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ABSTRACT

Many IoT applications have stringent requirements on wireless

transmission delay, but have to compete for channel access with

other wireless traffic. Traditional techniques enable multiple access

to wireless channels, but yield severe delay when the channel is

congested. In this paper, we present EasyPass, a wireless PHY tech-

nique that allows multiple IoT devices to simultaneously transmit

data over a congested wireless link without being delayed. The

key idea of EasyPass is to exploit the excessive SNR margin in a

wireless channel as a dedicated side channel for IoT traffic, and

allow multiple access to the side channel by separating signals from

different transmitters on the air. We implemented EasyPass on

software-defined radio platforms. Experiment results demonstrate

that EasyPass reduces the data transmission delay in congested IoT

networks by 90%, but provides a throughput up to 2.5 Mbps over

a narrowband 20MHz wireless link that can be accessed by more

than 100 IoT devices.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The Internet of Things (IoT) consists of heterogeneous sensing

devices that interact with and collect data from the physical world.

Delay of transmitting sensory data in IoT, in many cases, should be

minimum for prompt system response. For example, real-time data

transfer is required in smart factories for precise manufacturing

control [58]. Timely feedback from distributed sensors is also the

key enabler for smart home and smart city applications [5, 28, 34].
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Unfortunately, IoT traffic can be easily delayed in practice, when

competing with other data traffic for wireless channel access. Cur-

rent wireless MAC protocols based on CSMA [7, 19, 29, 37, 39]

are usually incapable of minimizing such delay due to their trans-

mission backoff. Cross-technology communication improves the

MAC efficiency with explicit device coordination [13, 30, 35], but

produces significant coordination overhead in a large IoT network

and results in extra delay. Exploiting new spectrum such as the

mm-wave band [53, 54, 65], on the other hand, has constraints on

signal propagation and may not fit to many IoT contexts.

Instead, a better alternative is to avoid delay at the PHY layer by

transmitting delay-sensitive IoT traffic through a dedicated wireless

side channel, which operates over the spectrum being occupied but

under-utilized by an existing wireless channel1 due to its in-band

SNR margin: the main channel’s SNR is usually higher than the SNR

required to support the link data rate being used, due to discrete

link rates and conservative rate adaptation. Building such a side

channel is feasible due to the unique feature of IoT, in which data

traffic from each device is highly bursty but usually low in volume.

For example, sending a remote control message only costs a few

bytes [33], and most embedded sensors (e.g., light, temperature and

motion sensors) create kilobytes of data traffic every second [55, 66].

This feature allows transmitting IoT data with a moderate amount

of extra throughput being exploited from the main channel’s SNR

margin. These transmissions never wait for main channel’s idleness,

and hence result in minimum delay over congested wireless links.

The major challenge of using a wireless side channel in IoT,

however, is to support multiple access to the side channel from

many IoT devices. Most of existing research builds the side channel

over WiFi [15, 38] and ZigBee [63] by alternating the main channel

characteristics [10, 21, 25, 27, 41, 56], but limits the side channel

to be operated by the same device that operates the main channel.

The RF signal of the side channel, when being transmitted from

multiple devices, will be appended to the main channel signal as

extra interference and difficult to be correctly demodulated. The

dynamic conditions of main channel may further result in intermit-

tent availability or fluctuating amount of SNR margin, making it

hard to allocate the SNR margin among multiple IoT devices.

In this paper, we present EasyPass, a newwireless PHY technique

that realizes multiple access wireless side channels. EasyPass al-

lows precise side channel demodulation via controlled asynchrony

between transmissions of the side channel and the main channel. A

side channel transmitter holds its transmission of each frame until

the end of a main channel frame’s preamble, which hence is not

mixed with any side channel signal. This preamble, then, is used by

the side channel to estimate the main channel’s impulse response

1The existing wireless channel, whose spectrum is utilized to build the side channel, is
referred as the “main channel” in the rest of this paper.
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Figure 1: Illustration of usable SNR margin

and remove the main channel signal from the mixed signal being

received. Based on such asynchronous transmissions, EasyPass

achieves multiple accessibility in the side channel by exploiting

the main channel’s OFDM-based wireless PHY2: it applies extra

interference from each side channel transmitter to a different set of

main channel’s OFDM subcarriers.

To minimize the impact of side channel operations to the main

channel, the amount of extra interference from side channel trans-

mitters must be within the available SNR margin. The side channel

signal, hence, has to be transmitted withmuchweaker power, which

lowers its effective SNR3 and results in demodulation errors. To

address this challenge, EasyPass adaptively controls the number of

OFDM subcarriers that the side channel operates, so that stronger

power can be applied to each subcarrier for correct demodulation.

In practice, EasyPass provides a side channel throughput up to 2.5

Mbps over a 20MHz main channel.

To our best knowledge, EasyPass is the first that allows multiple

IoT devices to simultaneously transmit over a congested wireless

link without being delayed or interrupted. Its major contributions

are as follows:

• EasyPass is highly adaptive. Side channel’s operations al-

ways adapt to the available SNR margin and transmission

patterns in the main channel, ensuring reliable data transmis-

sion even with strong noise or channel distortions. EasyPass

well adapts to various IoT dynamics in channel conditions,

device population and traffic demands, to flexibly allocate

the available SNR margin among multiple IoT devices.

• EasyPass is lightweight. A side channel in EasyPass uses the

same channel detection, modulation and coding techniques

as those in commodity wireless devices. It does not require

any explicit coordination with the main channel or decode

any main channel’s transmitted data. No explicit coordina-

tion is required among side channel users, either. Hence,

EasyPass incurs negligible computation and communication

overhead.

• We implemented EasyPass over both USRP and WARP de-

vices that operate on a 2.4GHz band. Our evaluation shows

that EasyPass can reduce the transmission delay of >100 IoT

devices by more than 90% over a highly congested 20MHz

link, and also suppresses the delay jitter with heterogeneous

IoT traffic patterns. Further, we also applied EasyPass to

practical smart home IoT scenarios, and demonstrates that

EasyPass can significantly improve their performance.

2OFDM is the PHY modulation method in mainstream IoT wireless techniques such as
WiFi and narrowband IoT (NB-IoT) [45], and is the foundation of next-generation IoT
wireless access such as 802.11ax [4] and 5G [57].
3From the side channel’s perspective, the main channel signal is also considered as
noise.

Figure 2: OFDM PHY

2 MOTIVATION & BACKGROUND

In this section, we motivate the design of EasyPass by showing the

availability of SNR margin in commodity wireless networks, and

explain how today’s wireless PHY works to help understand the

design of EasyPass.

2.1 SNR Margin

We define the SNR margin as the difference between the instan-

taneous channel SNR and the minimum channel SNR required to

support the current link data rate. Such SNR margin widely exists

in current wireless networks, because of their discrete choices of

data rates. For example, Table 1 lists the minimum SNR required by

the IEEE 802.11 standard with a 1% packet error rate [15, 44]. For

example, if the channel SNR is 14 dB, the channel can only operate

at 24 Mbps, resulting in a 2 dB SNR margin.

Data rate
(Mbps)

Min. SNR in
IEEE std. (dB)

Avg. SNR margin in

our experiment (dB)

6 (BPSK 1/2) 3.5 4.3

9 (BPSK 3/4) 4.5 4.9

12 (QPSK 1/2) 5.5 5.7

18 (QPSK 3/4) 9.5 5.2

24 (16QAM 1/2) 12.0 6.4

36 (16QAM 3/4) 15.5 6.8

48 (64QAM 2/3) 20.0 7.1

54 (64QAM 3/4) 21.0 7.5

Table 1: WiFi data rates and SNR margins

In practice, the SNR margin is much higher due to conservative

decisions of wireless rate adaptation, which always lag behind the

actual fluctuation of channel conditions. For example, most rate

adaptation algorithms decide the link rate based on past statistics

of packet delivery [8]. The link rate will only increase after a signif-

icant number of consecutively successful frame transmissions, but

will immediately drop with any two consecutive transmission fail-

ures. To investigate such SNR margin, we conducted an experiment

by streaming different contents of HBO Go video [3] from a Netgear

N300 router to three MacBook Air laptops, and then monitor the

reception of >10k WiFi frames in various practical channel condi-

tions. The laptops are evenly placed at different locations 10 meters

away from the router, with a mutual distance of 5 meters. Each

laptop has line-of-sight connection to the router without blockage.

Results in Table 1 show that the average SNR margin is at least 4
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Figure 3: Asynchronous data transmissions in EasyPass

dB, and would increase to >7 dB with higher link rates. We also

observed that the SNR margin is higher than 5 dB for >80% of WiFi

frames, when the link rate varies between 6 Mbps and 54 Mbps.

As shown in Figure 1, such SNR margin could be opportunisti-

cally used to transmit extra data when the channel condition im-

proves but rate adaptation lags behind for a few frames [2, 32, 60],

especially if the main channel’s link rate is restricted due to pre-

vious transmission failures. The key to avoid impacting the main

channel includes 1) precisely controlling the amount of SNR margin

being used, and 2) fast utilization of the intermittently available

SNR margin. We will present technical details on these two aspects

in Section 4 and Section 5, respectively. In Section 7.2, we will

also experimentally investigate how EasyPass can timely adapt to

the fluctuation of the available SNR margin over time, in various

practical wireless network scenarios.

2.2 Wireless PHY Primer

OFDM. EasyPass builds on the OFDM-based PHY in the main chan-

nel. As shown in Figure 2, OFDM divides the spectrum into evenly

spaced subbands, called subcarriers, and data is correspondingly

split into parallel streams. Since the frequency bands of OFDM

subcarriers are orthogonal, side channel users in EasyPass have the

minimum impact on each other when operating over different sets

of subcarriers.

Channel equalization. The channel equalizer is critical for a wire-

less receiver to recover the received signal from multipath fading.

For each received data frame, it estimates the channel impulse

response by measuring the distortion of certain reference signal

in the frame, and then compensates such distortion by applying

the inverse of this channel response. For example, WiFi uses Long

Training Sequence (LTS) in the frame preamble as the reference

signal, which consists of two OFDM symbols and can be used for

channel estimation with various estimators. The commonly used

least-square estimator estimates the channel response asH = X−1Y ,
where X and Y are the LTS signal sent and received, respectively.
EasyPass utilizes this reference signal to estimate the main channel

response, based on which the side channel signal is extracted.

3 EASYPASS DESIGN

The design of EasyPass builds on asymmetry of common IoT config-

urations, which consist of many weak sensing devices as transmit-

ters and few strong data processing units as receivers. For example,

a surveillance camera system has many cameras that send their

data back to a single base station. Similarly, data obtained by sen-

sors in a smart factory will be processed at the factory’s central

computer. EasyPass offloads the side channel operations to the re-

ceiver as much as possible, hence minimizing the computation and

communication overhead at resource-constrained transmitters.

For a mixed channel transmission model in Figure 3(a), a side

channel Tx transmits data frames in the same structure as the main

channel Tx uses. Its only side channel operation is to overhear the

main channel and hold its transmission of each frame until the end

of LTS preamble in a main channel’s data frame. Then, as shown

in Figure 3(b), the side channel Rx estimates the main channel’s

impulse response in each subcarrier before the side channel frame

starts, and uses this knowledge to remove the main channel signal

from the received signal on the air. In this way, even if the main

channel is occupied, the transmission latency in the side channel is

limited to the duration of one data frame.

As described in Section 2.2, the LTS preamble has its unique bit

structure and can be identified by passively overhearing the channel.

Asynchronous data transmissions in EasyPass, hence, does not

require any active time synchronization or coordination between

the side channel Tx and the main channel Tx. Since the side channel

Tx does not decode the main channel’s transmitted data, it produces

similar amounts of computation and communication overhead with

that of commodity WiFi. The computation overhead at the side

channel Rx, on the other hand, depends on the number of OFDM

subcarriers used by the side channel.

3.1 Two-step Equalization

Such asynchronous transmission is achieved by two steps of chan-

nel equalization at the side channel Rx. For each subcarrier that the

side channel operates, as shown in Figure 3(a), the mixed signal Y
received by the side channel Rx is

Y = YM + YS + NS = XMHM + XSHS + NS , (1)

where HM and HS indicate channel responses and NS indicates

channel noise. Since the side channel Tx only starts transmitting

its frame after the LTS of the main channel frame ends, the side

channel Rx estimates the main channel response HM in advance,

and further use HM to demodulate the main channel signal as
ˆXM = H−1

M
Y by considering YS as background noise after the side

channel frame starts. We subtract ˆXM (HM ) from Y , and detect the
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Figure 4: Multiple accessibility of side channel
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Figure 5: Side channel signals after the 2nd equalization. (‘◦’

indicates demodulation error)

preamble of the side channel frame from the residual signal ŶS to
estimate HS . Then, the 2nd channel equalization over the residual

signal is able to demodulate the side channel data as X̂S = H−1
S
ŶS .

When the main channel frame ends, the side channel Tx will

keep transmitting if the spectrum becomes idle. Otherwise, it will

stop transmitting if the spectrum is occupied by other main channel

signaling (e.g., beacon or ACK frames), and wait until the next main

channel’s data frame starts.

3.2 Multiple Accessibility of Side Channel

In EasyPass, side channel transmitters access different subsets of

the main channel’s OFDM subcarriers. Multiple accessibility to the

side channel, hence, depends on the number of subcarriers that can

be used by the side channel without impacting the main channel.

To experimentally investigate such multiple accessibility, we

operate the main channel and the side channel between two pairs

of USRPs, which are placed 3 meters away and both transmit at

6 Mbps. The side channel is only applied to N subcarriers with 3
dB lower power. Figure 4 plots the correlation between the main

channel SNR and side channel SNR with different values of N , and
demonstrates that N relates to the main channel’s SNR margin. As
the main channel SNR improves, stronger power can be used in

the side channel as extra interference, which can be distributed

to more subcarriers. For example, when the main channel SNR

improves from 3.5 dB (the minimum SNRr eq required for 6 Mbps)
to 6.5 dB and results in a 3 dB SNR margin, it allows N to increase
from 4 to 164. When the main channel’s link quality degrades, the

side channel can also ensure correct data transmission by reducing

the value of N and increasing the per-subcarrier transmit power.
Details on balancing between these two aspects are described in

Section 4.

4The value of N must ensure that the side channel SNR also exceeds 3.5 dB.
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Figure 6: Error of symbol alignment

3.3 Minimizing Symbol Errors

To investigate the accuracy of side channel demodulation, we did

an experiment by operating the main channel at 6 Mbps and using

3 subcarriers for the side channel. Figure 5(a) plots the side chan-

nel signals extracted by two-step equalization, and demonstrates

non-negligible demodulation errors. The major reason for these

errors is that the channel response could vary over time in practice,

especially in fast-fading channels. The estimated channel response

during two-step equalization, hence, could be obsolete and inac-

curate when demodulating some symbols in a frame. Commodity

wireless solves this problem by continuously tracking the channel

through coherent signal detection in specialized pilot subcarriers,

which are however, infeasible for a side channel user that only

operates few subcarriers.

Instead, EasyPass uses block-type pilots [49, 51], which reserve

one OFDM symbol every K symbols to deliver the pilot tones in the
time domain. HS , in this case, will be updated as the distortion of

pilot tones that continuously tracks the fading channel. In EasyPass,

we choose K = 10 and Figure 5(b) demonstrates that the majority
of demodulation error can be successfully eliminated.

Another source of demodulation error comes from the possible

mis-detection of symbol boundary. Current techniques detect such

boundary via frequency-domain correlation over LTS, but fail when

applied to the side channel accessed by multiple users: LTSs from

different users will collide if each of them spans all OFDM subcarri-

ers, but provide insufficient frequency diversity of precise detection

if being transmitted over only few subcarriers. Our experiment

results in Figure 6 with 2.5 dB main channel SNR show that a LTS

should be transmitted over at least NLTS = 3 subcarriers to restrain

the error of symbol boundary under 8 samples, which is half of

the cyclic prefix that resists against symbol misalignment. Hence,

EasyPass allocates a minimum of 3 subcarriers to each side channel

user. Details of such distributed allocation is described in Section 5.

4 TRANSMIT POWER CONTROL

EasyPass controls the side channel’s transmit power by adjusting

the number of OFDM subcarriers used by the side channel. As

shown in Figure 7, its maximum transmit power (PSmax) should be

within the main channel’s SNR margin (SNR
M
), to avoid affect-

ing the main channel. Its minimum transmit power per subcarrier

(PS
min
) should be sufficient for correct data reception. The number

of subcarriers that the side channel can operate, hence, is decided

as �PSmax/P
S
min

�.

4.1 Determine PSmax
As shown in Figure 8, for each main channel Rx, the side channel’s

received power (PSmax − PLS→M ) should equal to the minimum
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SNR (SNR
M
+ NM ) required by the main channel Rx (RM ), where

PLS→M indicates the path loss from TS to RM , and NM indicates

the noise floor at RM . Hence, P
S
max could be calculated as

PSmax = PLS→M + SNR
M
+ NM . (2)

When there are multiple main channel receivers, the side channel

Tx evaluates its PSmax with respect to each main channel Rx and
pick up the minimum one.

One solution to obtain PSmax is that RM reports SNR
M
and NM

to the side channel, but requires hardware modification on main

channel devices. Instead, we indirectly estimate the quantities in

Eq. (2) at side channel users, which actively probe the main channel

using commodity protocols.

Estimating PLS→M : EasyPass leverages the standard power con-

trol mechanisms being widely used in existing wireless networks

(e.g., Transmit Power Control in 802.11 [42, 43] and Loop Power

Control in LTE [22, 52]), which allow a sender to decide its trans-

mit power based on the link path loss reported from the receiver.

The side channel Tx sends a power control (PC) request frame to

the main channel Rx, which responds with a PC response frame

containing its transmit power for sending this frame. PLS→M is

then calculated as the difference between the transmit and receive

power of PC response frame.

In practice, such PC request frames only need to be sent when

the channel SNR has noticeably changed. The extra communication

overhead caused by sending PC request frames is hence negligible

due to the small size of these frames, which is similar to the size of

the widely used RTS/CTS frames in 802.11.

Estimating NM : Estimating the noise floor (NM ) at the main chan-

nel Rx from the side channel is much harder, because the side chan-

nel has limited knowledge about the main channel’s propagation.

Such estimation, however, is necessary for EasyPass to efficiently

operate with the minimum bit error rates (BER) in dynamic wireless

network conditions. In EasyPass, the side channel Tx probes the

main channel Rx by sending multiple PC requests with increasing

levels of transmit power PS , and calculate the frame delivery ratio
(FDR) of the corresponding PC responses to estimate the receiving

SNR at the main channel Rx as f (FDR). NM can then be decided as

NM = PS − PLS→M − f (FDR) (3)

In theory, FDR always increases when channel SNR improves.

To precisely correlate between FDR and the corresponding channel

max
SP

MT

SNST

MR

SR

Main
Channel

Side
Channel

min
SP

MN

SPL

S MPL

Figure 8: Adaptive transmit power control
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Figure 9: FDR vs. SNR timing indicates the r.m.s delay spread

of the tapped delay.

SNR, we tested the FDR under different channel SNR with HIPER-

LAN/2 fading models [16, 17], which emulate the physical-layer

characteristics of 802.11 networks in various practical link scenarios

(e.g., with a communication range up to 50 meters and mobility

up to 2m/s). The multipath fading is modeled with tapped delay

line models that emulate multiple echoes from the transmitted

signal. As shown in Figure 9(a), each channel model requires a

different SNR to reach a certain FDR, with a variance up to 2 dB

when FDR>85%. The standard deviation of such variance is shown

in Figure 9(b), and reaches the minimum (0.09 dB) when FDR is

0.4. In other words, given PS that yields an FDR of 0.4, the channel
SNR (3.8 dB) is nearly constant for all channel models. Hence, we

use (SNRr ef , FDRr ef ) = (3.8, 0.4) as the reference point: PS is
adjusted until FDR reaches FDRr ef . NM can then be calculated as

NM = PSFDRr ef − PLS→M − SNRr ef , (4)

where PS
FDRr ef

is the side channel transmit power to reach FDRr ef

at the main channel Rx. Note that NM is usually constant and only

needs to be estimated once. In practice, when the link fading charac-

teristics vary, similar methods can be applied to the corresponding

channel fading model to estimate the main channel’s noise floor.

4.2 Determine PSmin
PS
min
can be determined in a similar way as described in Section

4.1, but requires less operations by piggybacking the required in-

formation about link characteristics in the side channel Rx’s ACK

frames back to the side channel Tx. Since PS
min
only depends on the

characteristics of side channel itself, it can be calculated as

PSmin = PLS + SNRSmin + NS , (5)

where SNRS
min
indicates theminimum side channel SNR required

that can be decided by the side channel Rx according to the error

rate of data demodulation.
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5 DISTRIBUTED SUBCARRIER ALLOCATION

EasyPass allocates the available SNRmargin to side channel users in

a fully distributed manner, and each user independently decides the

subcarriers to use based on its local channel sensing, so as to avoid

any explicit coordination with other users. Since the main channel’s

SNR margin is intermittently available, EasyPass also minimizes

the latency incurred by such subcarrier allocation, to ensure that

any available SNR margin can be instantaneously utilized.

In practice, EasyPass adapts such allocation to how the main

channel utilizes the spectrum. For example, a 20MHz 802.11g chan-

nel uses 48 subcarriers for data transmission, 4 subcarriers as pilots,

and the remaining as guard bands. Among the 48 data subcarriers,

EasyPass reserves the 8 subcarriers next to pilots to ensure correct

main channel equalization, and use 1 subcarrier as the control plane.

Thus, 39 subcarriers can be used by EasyPass to support multiple

access to the side channel. As discussed in Section 3.3, to guaran-

tee the side channel performance, each side channel user should

be assigned with at least one group of 3 consecutive subcarriers.

Thus, a maximum of 13 concurrent IoT transmitters can be sup-

port by EasyPass. In this way, EasyPass allows the main channel to

efficiently eliminate concentrated bit errors from these interfered

subcarriers via interleaver shuffling across the frequency band [1].

Similarly, EasyPass could provide extra multiple accessibility to

the side channel, if the main channel utilizes the spectrum in a

more fine-grained manner. For example, 802.11n/ac uses 52 data

subcarriers in a 20MHz main channel and supports 14 concurrent

side channel users. Such multiple accessibility further increases

to 72 users when a wideband 80MHz main channel with 234 data

subcarriers is used.

5.1 Subcarrier Occupancy Sensing

Before transmitting each frame, a side channel user senses all the

subcarriers in the main channel and decide whether they are being

used by another side channel user, by measuring its level of energy

after two-step equalization. Figure 10 plots the energy level of

48 data subcarriers in a 802.11g channel, and demonstrates that

the subcarriers being used by side channel users have significantly

higher levels of energy. In practice, we use a RSS thresholdVth = αV

to decide whether a subcarrier is occupied, where V denotes the
average power of the 8 unused data subcarriers and α is the scaling
factor that varies with the channel conditions. Figure 10 shows

U1 U2 U3 U4

Control
PlaneU4 exits

U3U1 U2
 

Subcarrier
Group

Figure 11: Subcarrier reallocation when User 4 exits. User 2

is reallocated since both of its neighboring groups are occu-

pied.

that α = 1.4 ensures > 95% detection ratio of subcarrier occupancy
when the side channel SNR is 3 dB.

To minimize the sensing latency in practice, EasyPass moni-

tors the overall energy level in the entire frequency band of the

main channel, and then divides the outcome into individual OFDM

subcarriers after FFT. In this way, such sensing latency can be

effectively controlled within a few microseconds (see Section 7.5).

5.2 Subcarrier Allocation

The current number of existing side channel users in the network,

indicated bym, is critical to appropriate subcarrier allocation, and
each side chanenl transmitter autonomously maintains its own

record about m. More specifically, when a new device accesses
the side channel, it announces itself by transmitting in the con-

trol subcarrier, so that all users are aware about the update ofm
and autonomously reduce their occupancy of subcarrier groups by

�39/m� − �39/(m + 1)�.
In addition, side channel users keep monitoring the occupancy

of each subcarrier group, in order to detect completions of data

transmission and consequent availability of new subcarriers. In

these cases, the value ofmwill be reduced accordingly, and the spare
subcarrier groups will be reallocated to other uses for maximum

utilization of the SNR margin. For example in Figure 11, when U4

exits, both U1 and U2 cannot expand due to the subcarrier collision.

To address this problem, each user calculates the number of its

neighboring groups that are occupied, and adjusts their utilization

to the vacant subcarriers.

To evaluate the effectiveness of such allocation scheme, we con-

ducted experiments using 3 side channel users with dynamic traffic

patterns, and then collect the real-time subcarrier occupancy from

the side channel Rx. Results in Figure 12 show that users initiate

the link by accessing the control plane, such as User 3 does at frame

8. When User 1 remains inactive for a certain period (5 seconds),

User 2 and 3 would enlarge their subcarrier occupancy (Frame 11)

to fully utilize the SNR margin. These results demonstrate that

EasyPass can promptly adapt to the dynamic traffic patterns in IoT

with high utilization to the intermittently available SNR margin:

the overall throughput of the side channel could reach 2.25 Mbps

(18 subcarriers) at Frame 12.

5.3 Addressing Conflicts

When multiple users access the side channel simultaneously, it

is likely that a subcarrier is accessed by more than one user due

to incorrect subcarrier occupancy sensing or the hidden terminal

problem, resulting in conflict and transmission error. Such con-

flict has a higher chance to occur within a large group of users

or fast changing channel conditions. To address such conflict, the
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side channel users keep track of the occupation of all subcarrier

groups, and maintain a list of consecutive vacant groups. A weight

wn = 2
n is then assigned to each of the n vacant groups. Upon

detecting conflicts from successive data transmission failures, the

user randomly reselects its occupancy from the list according to

their weights, hence preventing conflicting users from jumping to

the same group again.

6 IMPLEMENTATION

We implemented EasyPass over USRP to realize a 802.11g transceiver

over the 2.4GHz band [9]. EasyPass only modifies the side channel

transceivers but retains the main channel transceivers intact.

6.1 PHY Implementation

The PHY implementation of EasyPass is shown in Figure 13, with

newly added or modified modules highlighted in blue. At the trans-

mitter, we modify the subcarrier allocator module of WiFi, which

assembles OFDM symbols by filling data into subcarriers. When be-

ing implemented on FPGA-based RF radio platforms such as WARP,

these extra modules correspond to less than 1% of the logical inter-

connects being involved, while keeping the majority of the 802.11

PHY structure intact. Therefore, the hardware modification in order

to implement EasyPass is minimum.

Since EasyPass only transmits at a subset of data subcarriers and

does not transmit pilots, the modified subcarrier allocator module

allocates subcarriers among the selected ones that are decided upon

Clear Channel Assessment (CCA). This implementation could also

be easily adopted to other wireless PHY with narrower channel

bandwidth, such as ZigBee or Bluetooth, by aligning the side chan-

nel transmitter’s spectrum to the main channel’s subcarriers being

allocated for side channel operations.

At the receiver, the key challenge is to estimate and remove the

the main channel’s signal from the mixed signal being received,

which are decided by 1) the estimation of main channel Tx signals,

2) the channel distortion, and 3) Carrier Frequency Offset (CFO).

In order to obtain these, we pass the received signal through the

regular WiFi decoding procedure, and store the estimated channel

response and CFO for later use. Afterwards, we recover the main

channel Tx signals by passing the decoded bits into regular WiFi

encoding procedure. Meanwhile, the channel distortion and CFO

are re-applied through De-equalizer and CFO re-applier modules,

respectively. The residual signals of the side channel can then be

subtracted from mixed signal being received. Finally, we use side
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Figure 13: PHY implementation of EasyPass

channel detector to detect the arrival of the side channel signal for

decoding.

6.2 MAC Implementation

We implemented a complete WiFi MAC layer with functionalities

such as carrier sensing and retransmission [24]. The IEEE 802.11

standards do not specify the rate adaptation algorithms being used.

Without loss of generality, we integrated the Minstrel algorithm

[2], which is one of the most popular rate adaption methods and

has been widely used in popular Linux-based WiFi drivers such

as MadWiFi, Ath5k and Ath9k [64], into our implementation. In

this way, we support the realistic MAC behaviors of commodity

wireless devices, and also emulate the main channel’s available SNR

margin in practical wireless scenarios.

7 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

As shown in Figure 14, we evaluate the performance of EasyPass in

three indoor scenarios, whose parameters are listed in Table 2. In all

these scenarios, multiple pairs of main channel transmitters and re-

ceivers are being deployed to generate strong wireless interference

to the side channel transmitters. Such interference, however, differs

with the specific indoor layouts and the communication distance

between the transmitters and receivers. In all experiments, we use

USRP N210 with UBX-40 RF daughterboards for both main channel

and side channel transceivers, each of which operates on a 20 MHz

channel. Every three USRPs are connected to a Dell desktop PC for

packet processing and overhead measurements.

We evaluate the performance of EasyPass in a highly challenging

wireless network scenario, where the available wireless spectrum

is fully occupied by the main channel traffic. More specifically,

the main channel Tx continuously transmits frames with payloads

of 1500 bytes to the main channel Rx, and will generate a new

wireless frame right after the previous frame transmission finishes.

We modify the MAC behavior of main channel Tx, such that it

bypasses CSMA and transmits frames at all times even if the main

channel is occupied.

In this way, we emulate a 100% occupied main channel. The

delay-sensitive traffic being sent to the side channel Rx, if being

sent using commodity WiFi protocols, will be fully interfered and

seriously delayed by the concurrent main channel traffic on the

air. Such over-the-air interference, on the other hand, could not

be addressed by existing traffic prioritization schemes such as QoS
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Figure 14: Experiment scenarios.TM and RM indicate the main channel Tx and Rx.TS and RS indicate the side channel Tx and

Rx.

Room size No. side Avg. side channel Avg. distance to Main channel Indoor

channel Tx comm. distance main channel Rx placement furniture

Dense deployment 9m × 9m 10 4m 2.5m Room center Many

Sparse deployment 18m × 10m 5 7.5m 10.7m Side of room Few

Hallway 25m × 4m 8 6m 14.5m End of hallway None

Table 2: Parameters of experiment scenarios

control, which is limited to address MAC-layer contention among

different traffic flows at a local device.

We fix the distance between the main channel Tx and Rx to be

3.5m, and place multiple side channel receivers at the same location

in some experiments. We tune the main channel SNR by adjusting

the USRP Tx Gain that ranges between 0 dB and 31.5 dB at the step

of 0.5 dB. ThemaximumTx power is equivalent to 13 dBm. Only one

side channel Rx is used, but it handles transmissions from different

side channel Tx separately with dedicated computing resources.

7.1 Data Transmission Delay

In this experiment, each side channel Tx transmits 700 frames. The

side channel is disabled for the first 350 frames, which are trans-

mitted by commodity WiFi with CSMA and received by the side

channel Rx through the main channel. Afterwards, each side chan-

nel Tx will enable EasyPass by bypassing CSMA and transmitting

frames regardless channel occupancy. These frames are mixed with

the main channel traffic on the air, and decoded by the side channel

Rx with two-step equalization described in Section 3. In this way,

the performance of EasyPass is compared with that of commodity

WiFi under the same channel condition.

Figure 15 shows the side channel’s data transmission delay. Since

the link propagation delay in our experiments is around 2ms, Figure

15 shows that without EasyPass, congestion in the main channel

increases the side channel’s transmission delay by up to 50 times.

In contrast, EasyPass controls the transmission delay within 10ms

and achieves >90% delay reduction over this congested wireless

link in all experiment scenarios, because transmissions in the side

channel will never be delayed by traffic in the main channel. When

the main channel’s SNR degrades, extra channel noise may distort

the main channel signal and hence results in more side channel

demodulation errors. These errors lead to frame retransmissions in

the side channel and increase the delay. However, Figure 15 shows

that such delay increase in EasyPass is less than 20% even if the

main channel SNR degrades to <5 dB, and hence demonstrates

reliable data reception in the side channel.

Furthermore, such reliable data reception also minimizes the

delay jitter, which is also important in many IoT applications. As

shown in Figure 16, EasyPass almost avoids any overlong trans-

mission delay (>20ms) due to retransmissions, no matter how such

delay in commodity WiFi will be impacted by link congestion.

7.2 Side Channel Throughput

The side channel throughput is mainly affected by the main chan-

nel’s condition, which influences the side channel’s transmit power

and determines the number of subcarriers being used by the side

channel as described in Section 4. As shown in Figure 17(a), Easy-

Pass achieves a maximum throughput of 2.5 Mbps in the Hallway

scenario. In this scenario, the high path loss from the side channel Tx

to the main channel Rx results in higher PSmax according to Section
4.1, and the long communication distance in the side channel results

in lower PS
min
according to Section 4.2. EasyPass, hence, can use the

maximum number of subcarriers for side channel transmissions.

On the other hand, the Dense deployment scenario results in the

lowest side channel throughput because of short communication

distance and low path loss.

In practice when the main channel condition is highly dynamic,

EasyPass can also exploit a smaller amount of SNRmargin for better

transmission reliability and less impact to the main channel. As

shown in Table 3, when the amount of SNRmargin being used varies
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Figure 15: Data transmission delay
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Figure 16: Delay jitter with main channel SNR=12dB

from 1 dB to 3 dB, our proposed power control schemes in Section

4 precisely adapt the side channel’s transmit power, resulting in a

different number of OFDM subcarriers (N ) being used.

SNR
M

(dB)

PSmax
(dBm)

PS
min

(dBm) N

Throughput

(Mbps)

Dense

1 -47

-44

2 0.25

2 -43 5 0.625

3 -41 9 1.125

Sparse

1 -42

-40

3 0.375

2 -36 7 0.875

3 -34 12 1.5

Hallway

1 -47

-54

5 0.625

2 -43 11 1.375

3 -41 19 2.375

Table 3: Side channel throughput with different amounts of

SNR margin being used

Meanwhile, we also evaluated the side channel throughput pro-

vided to each user. Results in Figure 17(b) with a main channel

SNR of 12 dB show that the side channel throughputs at different

users match our expectation and has low variation. Hence, Easy-

Pass achieves maximum fairness when allocating the available side

channel throughput to multiple IoT devices, without requiring any

centralized or distributed coordination as described in Section 5.

Throughput with dynamic channel condition.We further in-

vestigated the variation of the side channel throughput when the

wireless channel condition fluctuates in the Hallway scenario. More

specifically, we configure the Tx gain of the main channel for send-

ing the N -th data frame as 12(1 + 6sin(2πωN )), where ω = 0.01
(i.e. the period of the Tx gain change is 100 frames) and 12 is the

average level of the Tx gain being configured between 6dB and

18dB. As shown in Figure 18(a), when the Tx gain fluctuates, the

main channel SNR and SNR margin varies accordingly and leads

to different side channel throughput over time with small delay.

However, even when the main channel SNR drops to nearly 0 dB,

EasyPass can still retain a minimum side channel throughput of 0.5

Mbps by using the minimal (≤3) OFDM subcarriers, and hence ex-

hibits great adaptability and applicability to severe environmental

contexts in IoT applications.

No. main receivers 1 2 3 4 5

Dense 1.44 1.37 1.28 1.22 1.14

Sparse 2.12 2.03 1.94 1.88 1.81

Hallway 2.46 2.31 2.19 2.10 1.98

Table 4: Side channel throughput with multiple main chan-

nel receivers and SNR=12 dB

Throughput with multiple main channel receivers. As dis-

cussed in Section 4, when there are multiple receivers in the main

channel, the side channel Tx uses the minimum value of PSmax
among them. The number of subcarriers used by the side channel

hence reduces, resulting in lower throughput. As shown in Table

4, such throughput reduction could be 20% in Dense deployment

and Hallway scenarios where the distance among devices is smaller.

EasyPass provides at least 1 Mbps throughput even in a densely

placed main channel network with 5 receivers, and can ensure 2

Mbps throughput in Hallway scenario with similar settings.
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Figure 17: Side channel throughput
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Figure 18: Side channel throughput with dynamic channel

conditions in Hallway scenario

7.3 Impact on the Main Channel

The side channel operations of EasyPass should have the mini-

mum impact on the main channel. To evaluate the main channel’s

throughput loss due to side channel operations, we vary the main

channel’s condition in Dense deployment scenario with the short-

est distance to the main channel Rx, and aggressively utilize all

the available SNR margin in the side channel. Experiment results

in Figure 19(a) show that side channel operations cause at most

3% throughput loss in the main channel, when the main channel

transmits at 9 Mbps but the side channel fully uses the 5 dB SNR

margin. As the side channel uses less SNR margin, such impact

on the main channel further decreases and will be less than 2%.

The main channel’s throughout loss also decreases, when the main

channel adopts a higher data rate and hence provides more SNR

margin for the side channel.

The existence of multiple main channel receivers, as described

in Section 7.2, reduces the amount of subcarriers that can be used

by the side channel and hence results in less impact on the main

channel. As shown in Figure 19(b), when 3 main channel receivers

are being placed, the average impact on the main channel can be

reduced to 2%, and such impact can be reduced to <1% if there are

5 main channel receivers, even if 5 dB SNR margin is exploited.

7.4 Computation Overhead

Computation overhead of side channel Tx. We evaluate the

computation overhead of EasyPass by measuring the runtime of

signal processing blocks over the PC. Figure 20(a) shows the Tx

computational time for transmitting one frame. It demonstrates

that with different numbers of subcarriers used by the side channel,

the computation overhead at a side channel Tx is always at the

same level with that of commodity WiFi, and the extra computation
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Figure 20: Computation overhead of side channel Tx

overhead due to side channel operations is less than 5%. In particular,

the Tx processing time slightly increases when fewer subcarriers

are being used. This is because that the computation overhead

at Tx is mainly decided by the size of data payload. Since a side

channel Tx only uses a portion of subcarriers and hence requires

more OFDM symbols to carry the same amount of data, it requires

more IFFT operations to convert each symbol into the time domain

and hence incurs more overhead.

The side channel Tx’s computation overhead with multiple main

channel receivers is shown in Figure 20(b), with 9 subcarriers used

by the side channel. As discussed in Section 4, the side channel Tx

separately computes PSmax for each main channel Rx, and incurs
more computations. However, EasyPass restrains such overhead

increase within 15%, even when there are 5 main channel receivers

being placed.

Main channel No. of subcarriers Main channel

data rate 3 6 9 overhead

6 Mbps 653 852 1100 464

12 Mbps 839 1010 1259 632

Table 5: Rx computation overhead (μs)

Computation overhead of side channel Rx. Table 5 lists the

side channel Rx’s computation overhead, assuming that the main

channel utilizes the same number of OFDM symbols as the side

channel. Overhead of decoding and removing the main channel

signal at the side channel Rx is only decided by the main channel’s

frame length and data rate, since the traditional equalization and

decoding schemes are applied to the mixed signal. After removing

the main channel signal, the residual signal will be demodulated
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and decoded using the built-in blocks shown in Figure 13. Such

processing time is proportional to the size of side channel payload

that is decided by the number of subcarriers it exploits.

7.5 Scalability of EasyPass

As described in Section 5, EasyPass enables up to 13 IoT devices to

concurrently transmit data without being delayed. In practice, data

traffic in IoTs is mostly event-driven rather than continuous, and

EasyPass can hence combat delays in a much larger IoT network,

where wireless devices do not always transmit data at the same time.

To investigate such scalability, we deploy more side channel trans-

mitters but set them to transmit with different volumes of traffic: a

volume v indicates that a side channel Tx will delay its next frame
transmission for (1 −v)T every time after it finishes transmitting a
frame that lasts forT , and the size of payloads is randomly varying
between 500 to 1500 bytes to mimic traffic asynchrony in practice.

To ensure proper placement of these transmitters, we place multiple

transmitters at the same location, with one next to each other. In

these experiments, the main channel’s SNR is set as 20 dB.

We first examine the timeliness of EasyPass on occupying the

available subcarriers for side channel access, which is crucial to

utilize the intermittently available SNR margin. As shown in Figure

21(a), whenever a side channel Tx finishes its transmission, Easy-

Pass could promptly sense the new availability of subcarriers and

reallocate them to another side channel Tx, and such reallocation

latency can be controlled within 35us even in a IoT network with

100 devices. According to Figure 20, such latency is at the same

level with the Tx’s computation overhead for transmission, and

hence ensures prompt adaptation to the SNR margin fluctuation.

Based on such capability of fast subcarrier sensing and reallo-

cation, Figure 21(b) further shows that EasyPass can provide an

average transmission delay of <30 ms in the side channel, even

when more than 100 wireless transmitters are being placed in the

Dense deployment scenario and their traffic volume is 80%. In par-

ticular, the delay increase is only noticeable when there are more

than 50 devices in the network or their traffic volume is higher than

50%. Based on these results, we are confident that EasyPass can

concurrently minimize the transmission delay of >100 devices, over

a single 20MHz wireless link. EasyPass can also be extended to sup-

port more IoT devices based on fine-grained spectrum multiplexing

in the main channel, such as 802.11n/ac or OFDMA [50, 59].

8 REAL-WORLD EXPERIMENTATION

In this section, we examine the applicability of EasyPass in real-

world IoT scenarios, by emulating a home surveillance camera

system. By evaluating its performance with specific metrics, we

demonstrate that EasyPass can greatly improve the performance of

delay-sensitive IoT systems.

To transmit the camera’s data at real-time, we first migrated the

implementation of EasyPass described in Section 6 to the WARP

v3 boards [23] by customizing its WiFi reference design. Then, as

shown in Figure 22(a), we deploy three low-power CMOS cameras

and connect each low-power CMOS camera module to a Raspberry

Pi 3 board. We then use WARPs as EasyPass transceivers to make

wireless connection between the Raspberry Pi 3 and the host PC. To

ensure correct evaluation, the WARP transmitters and receivers are

placed 5 meters away from each other with line of sight connection.
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Figure 22: Experiments with surveillance cameras

Based on this implementation, we use a Dell Optiplex 5810 work-

station with modified WiFi firmware to keep streaming data to a

Netgear NighthawkAC1900wireless router, so as to create fully con-

gested main channels. Then, we use the above system to transmit

the captured images with different resolutions from the Raspberry

Pi 3 to the host PC via the wireless channel build by EasyPass

from WARP boards, and measure the average interval for such im-

ages to be fully received at the PC5. Results in Figure 22(b) show

that EasyPass can fundamentally prevent such delay-sensitive data

transmissions from being delayed by wireless link congestion, and

hence controls the update interval of images within 2 seconds at

all resolutions. When 480p resolution is being used, such update

interval is reduced by up to 85%. In practice, reducing the interval

of updating images with 480p resolution to 2 seconds would enable

various camera surveillance applications, such as home security

and city monitoring [11].

9 RELATEDWORK

Side Channel Design. Prior designs of the in-band side channel

are mainly applied for delivering coordination and control infor-

mation, so as to improve the network performance without intro-

ducing extra costs compared to the out-of-band approaches. Most

schemes hide information into the side channel for private com-

munication, by alternating the physical characteristics of the main

channel such as signal duration [10], the position of interfered chips

[62], timing of periodic beacon frames [30], intentionally corrupted

checksums [40] and the position of the blank subcarriers [38]. These

side channel designs can only provide limited throughputs and do

5Most commercial systems also adopt this method to update images at a fixed interval
(e.g., a few seconds), to save bandwidth and ensure reliability.
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not support multi-access operations due to their dependency with

the main channel. hJam [61] exploits the preamble redundancy in

OFDM, and detects side channel signals using those over blank

subcarriers in frame preamble as the reference. The main channel

data is recovered through interference cancellation, which however,

requires firmware modifications of main channel receivers.

Interference Cancellation. Existing research on interference can-

cellation techniques gives insights to our work but is different from

EasyPass. Full duplex radio [6, 14, 18, 26, 46] allows simultaneous

transmit and receive by estimating the phase and amplitude of its

transmitted signals. The full-duplex design, however, is not suitable

for our proposed work for two reasons. First, the side channel Rx

aims at extracting the useful information from the main channel

signals, rather than the locally transmitted signals. Second, imple-

mentation of full-duplex usually requires modifications on the RF

front end, and hence doesn’t meet our objective. Zigzag decoding

[20] utilizes interference cancellation technique to recover informa-

tion from collided frames. It exploits the asynchrony of successive

collisions caused by the hidden terminal. These successive transmis-

sions of both channels, though, is unavailable in our work. EmBee

[12] removes interference across different wireless technologies by

reserving wireless spectrum for low-power wireless devices. Such

explicit spectrum reservation, however, cannot be adopted to IoT

devices that operate the same wireless technology.

SubcarrierAllocation. Subcarrier allocation has beenwidely stud-

ied to optimize system metrics, such as power efficiency [59] and

channel throughput [50], among which almost all require central-

ized control. [31] suggests using average SNR for each user to de-

cide the total number of subcarriers to be assigned. SNOW [47, 48]

allows single-hop communication between the base station and

sensors in sensor networks, by utilizing the untapped TV white-

space spectrum. Sensors are assigned non-overlapping narrowband

orthogonal subcarriers to avoid collisions, which is centrally con-

trolled by BS. BS also controls the timing of data transmission in a

TDMA fashion. Different from our work, each subcarrier of the TV

whitespace spectrum is occupied only by SNOW nodes. Interfer-

ence control is hence not required. Recent technical advances such

as OFDMA [36] [31] and 802.11ax [4], on the other hand, achieve

fine-grained subcarrier allocation through centralized coordination.

This coordination, however, may not be feasible in large-scale IoT

scenarios with large population of autonomous devices.

10 DISCUSSIONS

In this section, we discuss how EasyPass could be further expanded

to operate over a larger collection of wireless networks, as well

as its resistance against other sources of wireless interference and

possible hidden terminals.

10.1 Expandability and Compatibility

As discussed in Section 5, EasyPass well adapts to different spectrum

multiplexing (e.g., 802.11n/ac or OFDMA) in the main channel, by

expanding its subcarrier allocation to a wider collection of OFDM

subcarriers. Similarly, EasyPass is expandable to wireless MIMO,

by individually sensing and utilizing the SNR margin in each data

stream. In particular, the SNR margins in different data streams may

differ due to their heterogeneous multipath conditions, and an IoT

transmitter could adaptively choose the ones with the maximum

SNR margin to operate the side channel.

EasyPass can also be expanded to new generations of WiFi stan-

dards with wider channel bandwidth (e.g., 802.11n/ac that allows a

single channel’s bandwidth to reach 160MHz via channel bonding),

because the same OFDM technique is being adopted by these new

standards in modulation. Furthermore, exploiting the extra OFDM

subcarriers provided in these newer WiFi standards allows Easy-

Pass to achieve higher thoughput in the side channel or support

more side channel transmitters at the same time.

EasyPass builds on themain channel’s OFDMPHY, and is capable

of providing side channel access to IoT transmitters using ZigBee or

Bluetooth, even though their PHY layers do not use OFDM. The key

reason of such compatibility is the narrowband channels of ZigBee

(2MHz) and Bluetooth (1MHz), which allow such a transmitter to

apply its signal to a selected set of main channel’s subcarriers. Such

side channel data could be decoded from Zigbee or Bluetooth based

on the various signal patterns received by Zigbee or Bluetooth.

Data decoding technique in Section 3, then, can be similarly applied

to the side channel receiver via PHY customization.

10.2 Other Interfering Sources

In practice, IoT may be diverse with various interfering sources,

such as cordless phones or baby monitors that share the unlicensed

ISM bands with unknown interference patterns. Our key insight

of addressing these interfering sources, however, is that they will

also affect the main channel at the same time. Hence, EasyPass can

identify these interfering sources by monitoring the main channel’s

behavior in the similar way as in Section 3, and only transmits

when the channel is clear for the main channel Tx to transmit.

10.3 Tackling Hidden Terminal Problem

The performance of EasyPass may be impaired by the hidden ter-

minal problem in the main channel. As discussed in Section 3, its

correct data modulation relies on overhearing the frame preambles

transmitted from the main channel Tx, which however, may be a

hidden terminal for the side channel Tx. EasyPass can leverage the

existing mechanisms in commodity wireless networks to combat

such problem. For example, the main channel’s frame preambles

can instead be overheard by the side channel Rx, which coordinates

data transmissions with the side channel Tx using RTS/CTS mecha-

nism in WiFi. More advanced techniques such as ZigZag decoding

[20] can also be used on this problem.

11 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present EasyPass that minimizes wireless latency

frommultiple IoT devices over a congested link. These users concur-

rently access a wireless side channel without impacting the main

channel. We implemented and evaluated our design over practical

SDR platforms, and demonstrate more than 90% delay reduction

over multiple IoT devices.
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